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| Executive Summary

Executive Summary
As state leaders seek ways to engage in the transition to clean energy, one key consideration is whether to enact a clean
fuel standard. Many states are exploring how to write a clean fuel standard to incentivize the use of lower-carbon fuels
to decrease the emissions from the transportation sector. Under a clean fuel standard, state regulators calculate the
full lifecycle emissions, or carbon intensity (CI), associated with various transportation fuels, and establish a benchmark
CI against which they measure all fuels sold or produced there.1 As a result, producers and importers whose fuels emit
less than the benchmark earn credits and those that emit more than the benchmark accrue deficits.2 Producers and
importers with deficits must purchase credits to comply with the standard.3 Thus, a clean fuel standard credit differs from
an allowance in a cap-and-trade program in that an allowance represents one ton of carbon dioxide (CO2) while a clean
fuel standard credit reflects an emission reduction relative to a benchmark CI.
Of the three states with clean fuel standards, California and Oregon have both faced multiple legal challenges, and
Washington is currently in the rulemaking process.4 The cases provide important lessons for states considering clean fuel
standards, including which design approaches might help to mitigate legal risks. For example, both California and Oregon
have successfully defended their standards in litigation involving the federal dormant Commerce Clause doctrine, federal
preemption, and state administrative law. These results can be attributed to important design choices they made when
crafting their rules. In particular, the litigation outcomes demonstrate the importance of treating importers the same as
in-state producers, basing the standards on science, and clearly stating the environmental purposes of the program.
Our previous review of state clean energy laws, Minimizing Constitutional Risk: Crafting State Energy Policies that can
Withstand Constitutional Scrutiny provides a background of the dormant Commerce Clause and federal preemption.
With this new clean fuel standard roadmap, we leverage our prior legal analysis to assist states that are exploring the
design and implementation of a program to reduce transportation fuel emissions. Here we apply lessons learned from
prior cases and recommend design considerations regarding preemption, the dormant Commerce Clause doctrine, the
Equal Protection Clause, and state law obstacles. The following pages provide a brief history of the existing clean fuel
standards, descriptions of prior cases challenging them, the legal theories behind these cases, and other potential legal
challenges. In addition, we have included drafting considerations and messaging considerations based on the abovedescribed legal challenges.
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I. Existing Clean Fuel
Standards

emissions based on each production and transportation
pathway.12 The state also allowed fuel producers and
importers to apply for individualized assessments if they
could demonstrate that the default pathways did not
accurately represent their fuel’s lifecycle emissions.13

California, Washington, and Oregon have each
implemented clean fuel standards in response to a
legislative directive to reduce emissions, including
those from the transportation sector.5 The legislative
and regulatory history for each clean fuel standard is
important to understand, as they differ in the discretion
they provide to the state regulators in shaping the policy.
In the sections below, we describe the legislative and
regulatory history for each clean fuel standard. Having
survived federal and state legal challenges, California
and Oregon provide blueprints for states looking to write
standards that are resilient in the face of these actions.
Washington—the most recent state to pass a clean fuel
standard statute—benefitted from these lessons and
included new language to manage legal risks.

In 2015, in response to litigation explained below,
California changed how it assesses fuels under the
standard. The revised, and still effective, standard no
longer uses these categories, but instead allows fuel
producers and importers to opt into a “tier” based on
the level of detail to which producers and importers
elect to have their production methods evaluated.14
Tier 1 applies to common fuels and uses a simplified
approach to calculate lifecycle emissions.15 Tier 2 is
reserved for “innovative, next generation fuel pathways,”
requires many inputs, and uses the full CA-GREET
calculator.16 Individualized assessments under Tier 2
are time-consuming, but they can help to incentivize the
development and deployment of cleaner fuels.

A. California’s standard
California’s Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (AB
32) does not expressly require a clean fuel standard,
but instead, provides the California Air Resources Board
(CARB) broad authority to adopt regulations that reduce
GHG emissions.6 AB 32 requires CARB to develop a
scoping plan that describes how California will reduce
emissions to meet AB 32’s goals.7 Citing the authority
and goals of AB 32, in a 2007 executive order, Governor
Schwarzenegger directed CARB to establish California’s
clean fuel standard.8 Under AB 32 and the Governor’s
directives, CARB included a clean fuel standard as part
of its first scoping plan in 2008.9 CARB finalized the clean
fuel standard regulation in 2009, which became effective
in 2011 and runs through 2030.10
With the objective of helping the state meet the goals of
AB 32 by reducing the full lifecycle of GHG emissions of
fuels in California’s transportation sector, the regulations
define the types of fuels subject to the program, which
fuels are exempt, and the types of fuel producers that may
opt into the program.11
Under its initial rules, California categorized fuels into
default pathways based on how the fuel was produced
and delivered to the state and then estimated the lifecycle
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B. Oregon’s standard
In 2009, Oregon’s legislature passed a statute that
included a clean fuel standard.17 The Oregon legislation
directed the Environmental Quality Commission (EQC) to
develop a clean fuel standard and compliance system for
gasoline and diesel with exemptions for entities importing
fewer than 500,000 gallons of gasoline or diesel annually
into the state.18 The statute requires EQC to evaluate
many factors, including how the clean fuel standard might
affect safety, cost, public health, and the environment
when issuing regulations.19 Under the legislation,
EQC may, among other things, provide for a phased-in
implementation period, create additional low-volume
exemptions, and allow cleaner fuels to participate in the
program.20 Additionally, EQC has the authority to defer the
program in response to forecasted fuel shortages and to
allow regulated entities to carry a small deficit in credits
from year-to-year.21
EQC finalized the rule in 2016,22 and similar to California’s
initial program, EQC uses pathways and allows fuel
producers and importers to opt into an individualized
assessment.23 Other than this difference, Oregon’s
regulations are generally consistent with California’s
provisions.24 EQC is currently undertaking a rulemaking
process to update the program.25
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C. Washington’s standard
In 2021, the Washington legislature enacted a clean
fuel standard.26 Compared to the legislation passed in
California and Oregon, Washington’s legislation is more
detailed.27 Though regulators are still in the rulemaking
process, the statute includes provisions that are
consistent with Oregon’s and California’s.28 Additionally,
the statute made clear that the objective of the program
is to “[n]eutrally consider the life-cycle emissions
associated with transportation fuels with respect to the
political jurisdiction in which the fuels originated and…
not discriminate against fuels on the basis of having
originated in another state or jurisdiction.”29 As explained
below, this wording may be helpful to address potential
legal challenges under the dormant Commerce Clause.

II. Legal Challenges to
Clean Fuel Standards
Challengers to the California and Oregon clean fuel
standards did so under federal and state laws. In
federal court, the petitioners argued that the programs
violated the dormant Commerce Clause doctrine and
were preempted by the Clean Air Act (CAA) and the
federal Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007
(EISA), which established a federal Renewable Fuels
Standard (RFS). Petitioners also brought state law
claims challenging the clean fuel standards, including
claims that the standards were issued in violation of
the state regulatory processes based on inadequate
environmental reviews, and that the standards violated
state transportation spending restrictions.
The following section explores the four clean fuel standard
cases, as well as additional constitutional challenges
to state energy policies. Together, these cases highlight
key considerations for states considering a clean fuel
standard:
•

Both of the currently effective programs faced
multiple legal challenges. In California and Oregon,
two distinct groups of plaintiffs challenged the
standards in separate state and federal suits.
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•

The Ninth Circuit held that California’s clean fuel
standard, which distinguished fuels based on their
lifecycle emissions, did not violate the dormant
Commerce Clause doctrine because it did not
discriminate against importers and regulated only
California’s market.

•

Recognizing the similar design of Oregon’s clean
fuel standard, the Ninth Circuit rejected challenges
to that program and determined that statements
by public officials promoting in-state benefits of the
program did not provide evidence of unconstitutional
discrimination. The court held that the statute and
regulations established a legitimate environmental
purpose.

•

The Ninth Circuit found that the federal Renewable
Fuel Standard and Clean Air Act did not preempt
either standard.

•

Other dormant Commerce Clause cases illustrate
the importance of clearly limiting obligated parties to
entities transacting in the state and favoring energy
products using science-based criteria.

•

A California court found that CARB made procedural
errors but that the public interest favored allowing
the standard to remain in effect while the state
fixed those deficiencies. As with any environmental
regulation, following the state procedural and
environmental review requirements and applicable
statutory authorities helps to support a state’s ability
to implement a program on the timeline anticipated.

•

Because many states have constitutional or statutory
provisions that limit agency discretion to spend fuel
tax revenue, a state should consider how parties can
trade clean fuel standard credits without transferring
any funds to a state entity.

A. The dormant Commerce Clause
doctrine
In cases challenging the California and Oregon programs,
industry trade associations argued that the states’
clean fuel standards violated the US Constitution by
discriminating against importers in favor of in-state
industry.30 Invoking the dormant Commerce Clause
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doctrine, the trade associations claimed that the states’
clean fuel standards unlawfully benefited in-state fuel
producers at the expense of fuel importers.31
In practice, courts have read the dormant Commerce
Clause doctrine to involve three primary questions.32
Whether a state discriminates against out-of-state
economic interests on its face, in its purpose, or through
its practical effects
If a court determines that the law discriminates
against out-of-state economic interests, then the law
is “virtually per se invalid”… “and will survive only if it
‘advances a legitimate local purpose that cannot be
adequately served by reasonable nondiscriminatory
alternatives.’”33
Whether a state regulates extraterritorially by controlling
conduct occurring entirely outside of its boundaries
The Supreme Court has held that a state law that
regulates entirely outside of its borders “is invalid
regardless of whether the statute’s extraterritorial reach
was intended by the legislature.”34 Some courts have
interpreted this language to mean that extraterritorial
statutes are also per se invalid.35 Other courts have held
that extraterritoriality is extremely narrow, and might not
exist as its own independent doctrine.36 While the circuit
courts are currently split on how to apply extraterritoriality,
the Supreme Court has agreed to hear extraterritoriality
questions next term in National Pork Producers Council
v. Ross. 37 The Court’s opinion in that case could provide
further clarity on the doctrine.
Whether a state violates the Pike balancing test by
imposing burdens on interstate commerce that are
“clearly excessive” in relation to the described local
benefits
Under the test established by the Supreme Court case,
Pike v. Bruce Church, courts must consider whether a
state statute “regulates even-handedly to effectuate
a legitimate local public interest, and [if] its effects on
interstate commerce are only incidental.”38 If the statute
is even-handed, it is upheld unless the burden is “clearly
excessive in relation to the putative local benefits.”39 On
this third inquiry, courts apply a less exacting standard,
“proceed[ing] with deference” to the purported local
purposes and benefits of state law.40 National Pork
Producers Council v. Ross may also address this test.41
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The Ninth Circuit’s case law provides a strong foundation
for how states can design clean fuel standards to
withstand a dormant Commerce Clause challenge. In
addition to considering how these cases can guide
other states’ clean fuel standards, policymakers can
also consider how other courts may apply the dormant
Commerce Clause doctrine. The sections below discuss
the Ninth Circuit cases as well as related dormant
Commerce Clause cases in other courts.
CALIFORNIA’S DORMANT COMMERCE CLAUSE
CHALLENGE: ROCKY MOUNTAIN CASES
In Rocky Mountain, agricultural producers, agricultural
trade groups, fuel industry trade groups, and consumer
advocates challenged California’s clean fuel standard,
arguing, among other things, that the standard violated
the dormant Commerce Clause by discriminating against
out-of-state commerce on its face, in its purpose and
effect, and by regulating activity occurring wholly outside
of California.42 During its first review of the standard, the
District Court for the Eastern District of California agreed
with the petitioners that the program discriminated
against importers.
In ruling against provisions of the standards that regulated
ethanol, that court found that the fuel pathways were
facially discriminatory because they assigned different CIs
to chemically identical corn ethanol produced in different
locations.43 The district court also held that the standard
regulated extraterritorially because the conduct accounted
for certain inputs into California’s emissions calculator,
including transportation and indirect land use changes,
effectively regulated conduct occurring wholly outside
of California.44 According to the court, the standard,
therefore, regulated “deforestation in South America, how
Midwest farmers use their land, and how ethanol plants
in the Midwest produce animal nutrients.”45 Additionally,
the court explained that the standard’s legitimate purpose
did not justify unconstitutional discrimination and granted
a preliminary injunction, temporarily halting California’s
enforcement of the clean fuel standard.46
In a separate opinion issued the same day, the court
also ruled against the standard’s crude oil regulations.
The district court found that the crude oil provisions
were not facially discriminatory, but that the provisions
discriminated in their purpose and effect because
California had admitted that the provisions “make it
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unlikely that California will see a significant increase in
new [high carbon intensity crude oil] use.”47
California appealed the decisions, and in 2013, the Ninth
Circuit consolidated the ethanol and crude oil cases and
reversed them in part in Rocky Mountain Farmers Union
v. Corey (Rocky Mountain I). The Ninth Circuit held that
the regulations did not discriminate against importers.48
The court explained that the lower court erred on facial
discrimination by failing to consider that some imported
ethanol fared well under the standard and by ignoring
how electricity source, efficiency of the plant, and
transportation caused actual differences in the CI.49 The
court highlighted that even the default pathways that
relied on assumptions based on origin, were reasonable
because those assumptions reflected actual differences in
emissions.50 The court explained that even if the pathways
were applied evenly, no plant would match the average
exactly.51 However, “the effects of any inaccuracies…fall
evenly on the various default pathways.”52 Moreover, the
court noted that more efficient producers—whether in or
out of state—could apply for individualized assessments.53
The Ninth Circuit also held that the crude oil provisions did
not discriminate in their purpose or effect.54 In reviewing
the legislation’s purpose, the Ninth Circuit explained,
courts should “assume that the objectives articulated
by the legislature are actual purposes of the statute,
unless an examination of the circumstances forces
[courts] to conclude that they could not have been a
goal of the legislation.”55 Here, the Ninth Circuit found no
such circumstances and held that the standard served a
legitimate purpose.56 Examining the standard’s effect, the
Ninth Circuit pointed out that the standard burdened many
in California.57 Though industry petitioners highlighted an
example of an in-state producer’s benefit to demonstrate
discriminatory effects, the Ninth Circuit noted that all
California producers did not uniformly experience this
benefit.58
The Ninth Circuit also reversed the district court’s ruling
that the standard regulated extraterritorially. The Ninth
Circuit found that the fuel standard controls “only the
California market” because “[f]irms in any location may
elect to respond to the incentives…but no firm must
meet a particular carbon intensity standard, and no
jurisdiction need adopt a particular regulatory standard
for its producers to gain access to California.”59 The
court also held that cross-border price setting was not a
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concern because “[s]o long as California regulates only fuel
consumed in California, the Fuel Standard does not present
the risk of conflict with similar statutes.”60
Finally, the Ninth Circuit remanded several issues to the
district court. First, because the lower court held the
ethanol provisions were facially discriminatory, it did
not consider whether they discriminated in purpose or
effect. Having reversed the lower court’s finding on facial
discrimination, the Ninth Circuit instructed the district court
to consider these two issues. Second, the Ninth Circuit
asked the district court to consider whether the provisions
of the standard that regulate ethanol and crude oil violated
the Pike balancing test by imposing burdens that were
clearly excessive in relation to their benefits.61
As a result, the Ninth Circuit directed the lower court to
allow California to enforce the standard while the litigation
continued in the lower court.62
While litigation was ongoing, California repealed and
replaced its original standard in response to a state
procedural challenge.63 On remand, the lower court heard
the remaining questions in the case and the case again
reached the Ninth Circuit in a challenge known as Rocky
Mountain II. Of note, the industry petitioners dropped their
Pike claims before the Ninth Circuit reviewed the case;
therefore, the court never ruled on the question of how
Pike applies to California’s standard.64 The Ninth Circuit
dismissed the remaining challenges to the 2011 version of
the regulations as moot. Ruling on challenges to the 2015
version of the standard, the Ninth Circuit found that the
new standard does not discriminate facially or by regulating
extraterritorially for the same reasons given in Rocky
Mountain I.65
OREGON’S DORMANT COMMERCE CLAUSE
CHALLENGE: AMERICAN FUEL V. O’KEEFFE
In 2015, fuel and trucking trade associations challenged
Oregon’s clean fuel standard in the District Court for the
District of Oregon on similar grounds raised in Rocky
Mountain I.66 The petitioners argued that the standard
discriminated on its face, in its purpose and effect, and
regulated extraterritorial conduct.67 Citing Rocky Mountain
and Supreme Court precedent, the District Court dismissed
all these claims. Petitioners appealed to the Ninth Circuit.68
In 2018, the Ninth Circuit agreed with the district court’s
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dismissal. On the facial discrimination question, the court
reiterated that the program’s grading of fuels based on CI
and not state of origin was an important factor.69

OTHER CIRCUITS’ APPROACHES TO
EXTRATERRITORIALITY UNDER THE DORMANT
COMMERCE CLAUSE DOCTRINE

In response to petitioners’ arguments that Oregon’s
governor and legislators’ comments about in-state benefits
of the program illustrated the discriminatory purpose, the
court rejected the use of these off-the-record statements.
Instead, it looked to the program’s stated goal to “reduce
the amount of lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions.”70
Certain off-the-record statements by politicians, the Ninth
Circuit explained, are “easily understood, in context, as
economic defense of a [regulation] genuinely proposed for
environmental reasons.”71

The dormant Commerce Clause doctrine is grounded in
Supreme Court interpretation of the Commerce Clause,
however, there are some differences in how lower courts
apply the doctrine. It will be important for states to
consider how their local federal appeals court might apply
the dormant Commerce Clause doctrine.78 Below, we
explore how other federal courts have applied the doctrine
to renewable energy programs.

In examining the effect of the standard, the court
explained that because many importers generate credits,
and several generate even more credits than Oregon
biofuel producers do, the standard cannot be viewed
as discriminatory. The Ninth Circuit explained that the
“dormant Commerce Clause does not require [a state]
to ignore the real differences in carbon intensity among
imported ethanol pathways,” including emissions from
transporting fuels and other “important contributors
to GHG emissions.”72 Differences are real, the court
reasoned, when the state relies on a data-driven approach
“based on real risks” associated with production sources
that contribute to greenhouse gas emissions.73 For
example, while the court acknowledged that the in-state
producers were all biofuel producers and, therefore,
were generating credits, the court saw the fact that some
importers had the lowest CI scores as illustrating that the
program did not discriminate against importers. The court
also noted that biofuel production is not an industry that
is unique to Oregon. By contrast, the dissent would have
requested more evidence on the fact that only importers
were incurring deficits.74
The Ninth Circuit also reviewed the standard’s effect
under the Pike balancing test, examining whether the
burden on importers was “clearly excessive in relation to
the…local benefits.”75 The court held that the burden of
either producing cleaner fuels or purchasing credits is not
clearly excessive in light of the substantial state interest of
mitigating the effects of climate change.76
Finally, on the extraterritoriality question, the Ninth Circuit
held that only fuels sold in, imported to, or exported from
Oregon are subject to Oregon’s clean fuel standard.77
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In the Second Circuit, a renewable generator raised a
facial discrimination claim on the basis that a Connecticut
program required energy retailers (such as utilities) to
purchase renewable energy credits from generators in
New England or in a neighboring region.79 The Second
Circuit rejected this argument, holding that requiring
retailers to support regional renewable producers
furthered Connecticut’s legitimate environmental and
energy goals.80
Cases in the Eighth and Tenth Circuits focused on
extraterritoriality. In the Tenth Circuit, an advocacy
organization argued that Colorado’s renewable portfolio
standard (RPS) regulated extraterritorially because
Colorado is a net-importer of electricity and the state’s
law therefore effectively regulated production of out-ofstate generators.81 Rejecting this argument, then-Judge
Gorsuch noted that extraterritoriality is a very narrow
doctrine and the Supreme Court has only used it to
invalidate statutes in three cases—one involving price
control, one that linked in-state prices to prices paid
out-of-state, and one where the state was discriminating
against out-of-state consumers and rival businesses.82
The Tenth Circuit found that none of those three narrow
circumstances were present in this case and refused to
expand extraterritoriality to state regulations that may lead
firms to change production practices.83
A year later, the Eighth Circuit reviewed a challenge
to a Minnesota law that aimed to limit the state’s
reliance on coal-fired power.84 North Dakota and coal
interests in that state focused on the law’s prohibition
on “importing” coal-fired power into Minnesota. They
argued that because the grid is regional and energy
moves across state lines pursuant to the laws of
physics, a non-Minnesotan coal-fired generator could not
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prevent its energy from being consumed in Minnesota.85
Therefore, petitioners reasoned, a generator operating
wholly outside of Minnesota and selling power to a nonMinnesota consumer could still be regulated under the
Minnesota law, a result that they claimed would violate
the extraterritoriality prong of the dormant Commerce
Clause.86 While the Eighth Circuit struck down Minnesota’s
law, only one of the three judges held that Minnesota’s
law regulated extraterritorially.87 A clean fuel standard
regulates a different market, but the case nonetheless
reinforces the legal significance of clearly stating that the
clean fuel standard only applies to in-state transactions.

B. Preemption
In addition to the dormant Commerce Clause challenges,
industry and trade groups have also argued that the
Clean Air Act (CAA) and the Energy Independence
Security Act (EISA) preempt clean fuel standards.
Preemption, derived from the Supremacy Clause of the
US Constitution, prohibits state regulations in areas
where the federal government has exclusive jurisdiction
and prohibits state regulations that conflict with federal
law.88 Preemption can be express, through statutory
language, or implied, through the federal law’s “structure
and purpose.”89 However, if a law does not expressly
prohibit state action and the law controls an area that the
states traditionally regulate, courts apply a presumption
against preemption.90 Under this presumption, courts find
preemption only if it is “the clear and manifest purpose
of Congress.”91 Recognizing this high bar, preemption
challenges to states’ clean fuel standards have not been
successful, but petitioners may raise them by challenging
other states’ clean fuel standards.
CALIFORNIA’S PREEMPTION CHALLENGE: ROCKY
MOUNTAIN V. GOLDSTENE
Trade groups argued that the federal Renewable Fuel
Standard preempted California’s clean fuel standard.92
The court never reached this issue in Rocky Mountain.
In 2017, the district court held that California’s program
does not conflict with the federal Renewable Fuel
Standard because the two programs serve different
purposes.93 The court reasoned that the purpose of
the CAA’s Renewable Fuel Standard is “to increase the
quantity of renewable fuels in the marketplace” and is
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not at odds with the clean fuel standard’s purpose to “to
improve, among other things, the well-being of California’s
citizens and environment…‘an area of traditional state
control.”94 Moreover, the court noted that the CAA has
a “sweeping” retention of state authority clause, which
“explicitly protects the authority of the states to regulate
air pollution.”95 Codified at the CAA section 116, the court
noted that this clause allows states to adopt standards
to control air pollution if the standards are at least as
stringent as any federal standards.96
In Rocky Mountain II, the Ninth Circuit affirmed the district
court’s preemption opinion.97
OREGON’S PREEMPTION CHALLENGE: AMERICAN
FUEL V. O’KEEFFE
In American Fuel, the industry petitioners argued that
the standard is preempted by section 211(c) of the CAA,
which prohibits state laws that “prescribe…any control or
prohibition respecting any characteristic or component of
a fuel or fuel additive in a motor vehicle or motor vehicle
engine” if the EPA administrator has published a formal
finding that such a control is unnecessary.98 Petitioners
argued that EPA does not list methane as a volatile
organic compound and therefore had determined that its
regulation was unnecessary.99 The Ninth Circuit, however,
disagreed and held that the CAA requires an affirmative
finding that “‘no control or prohibition ... under’ § 211(c)
is necessary in order to effect preemption.”100 Because
EPA had never published such a finding, it held that CAA
section 211(c) does not preempt Oregon’s standard.

C. State procedural and
environmental review
requirements
California and Oregon also faced state challenges to
their clean fuel standards. Industry trade associations
sought to invalidate the programs on the grounds that the
state regulatory boards failed to meet the requirements
of state procedural acts, state environmental review
acts, and state public records acts. While procedural
and environmental review requirements vary by state,
the cases in California and Oregon illustrate potential
procedural challenges.
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CALIFORNIA’S PROCEDURAL CHALLENGE: POET V.
STATE AIR RESOURCES BOARD
In 2013, the biofuel producer POET successfully
challenged CARB’s rulemaking process. First, the
petitioners argued that CARB violated California’s
Administrative Procedure Act by failing to include in the
record emails on which it relied on in its rulemaking
process.101 The California Appeals Court agreed with this
claim and ordered CARB to include the emails in the
rulemaking file.102
Second, the petitioners argued that CARB violated
California’s Environmental Quality Act by approving the
standard before completing its environmental review;
giving the executive officer of CARB the sole authority
to approve the environmental review; and delaying its
examination of how more biofuel use might cause more
nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions.103 The court agreed with
the petitioners on all issues and required CARB to readopt
the standard with a process to cure the administrative
process deficiencies.104 However, the court found that
the public interest did not favor vacatur thereby allowing
the clean fuel standard to remain effective while CARB
conducted a new regulatory process.105
In response to the POET decision, CARB undertook a
second regulatory process and adopted the revised clean
fuel regulations in 2015.106 Litigation then continued
with challenges to CARB’s updated process. In 2017,
the California Court of Appeals found that CARB had not
provided the public with documents on how the agency
considered NOx emissions.107 The court again directed
CARB to conduct a review of the NOx emissions and
again found that the public interest favored allowing
the standards to remain in effect pending the new
environmental review.108
OREGON’S PROCEDURAL CHALLENGE:
WESTERN STATES PETROLEUM ASSOCIATION V.
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY COMMISSION
Unlike the litigation in California state courts, an Oregon
petroleum and agricultural association’s procedural
challenges were unsuccessful. In this case, the petitioners
argued that EQC failed to review safety, cost, public health,
and the environmental impact as required by the statute
that authorized the standard.109 However, the Oregon
Court rejected the associations’ claim and found that
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EQC appropriately evaluated these required factors.110
The court cited the documents that EQC had relied on
in its rulemaking, finding that the administrative record
adequately showed how EQC had evaluated the factors.111

D. Constraints on how
transportation revenues may be
spent
112

Forty-nine states have constitutional or statutory
restrictions that prohibit the use of transportation funds
for non-transportation purposes.113 These restrictions
may shape how states fund the administrative costs of
their clean fuel standards because they limit how money
collected for transportation purposes may be spent. Both
California and Oregon structure their programs so that the
states never collect revenue from the programs. Credit
generators sell directly to deficit generators, with the state
acting only as a market facilitator that oversees certain
registration and recording requirements.114 Full time
administrative staff who implement and administer the
programs receive compensation from the states’ general
funds.115
In Oregon, industry petitioners argued that the standard
violated the state’s transportation funding restriction.
Oregon’s Constitution restricts how the state may use
funds it collects from fuel taxes and vehicle registration
fees, requiring all such revenues to be spent on public
roads and roadside rest areas.116 While the petitioners
argued that credits exchanged in the market were a tax on
fuels, the Oregon Court of Appeals rejected this challenge
concluding that the credit transaction is not a tax because
taxes must be collected “for the use and service of
the state.”117 The court reasoned that because Oregon
never collected money from the program, the clean fuel
standard was not a tax, and the transfer of credits was not
restricted.118
Funding restrictions also influence how both states
structure provisions that equitably distribute the benefits
of the program. Unclaimed credits fund these programs
(detailed below), rather than the state directly.119 These
credits often remain if smaller-scale clean fuel producers
elect not to undertake the administrative processes to
sell their credits.120 By funding equity programs with
unclaimed credits, rather than state funds, states can
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argue the design is consistent with transportation and fuel
tax funding restrictions.

E. Considerations for equity
provisions in clean fuel programs
The clean fuel standards in Oregon, Washington,
and California each commit to some investment in
communities overburdened by pollution, but they differ
in how they define these commitments and the recipient
communities.121 As states consider designing a clean
fuel standard, policymakers and stakeholders may want
to consider how the program can address some of the
harms faced by communities living near high-emitting
industries.122 People of color across all income levels are
more likely to live in highly polluted communities, and
clean fuel standards may provide an opportunity for states
to redress such harms.123
The programs take varying approaches to use the
clean fuel standards to advance environmental justice
goals. For example, California’s standard allows electric
utilities to generate credits by supplying energy for EV
charging.124 Under the program, utilities must use the
associated revenue for defined purposes, including
supporting electrification projects in “disadvantaged” or
“low-income” communities.125 Similarly, Washington’s
standard requires electric utilities to spend a percentage
of revenues from credit sales on electrification
projects, including electrification projects in low-income
communities or communities with high air pollution.126
Oregon’s standard includes the “Incremental Aggregator”
program, which requires revenue from sale of unclaimed
credits to be used to “equitably distribute benefits and
address the needs and interests of environmental justice
communities.”127 Certain organizations can apply to claim
credits where electric utilities or other parties generating
credits do not designate an organization to claim credits
on its behalf.128
Both California and Washington define the recipients
of revenue from the clean fuel standard program
as overburdened communities without reference to
race. Rather, the programs prioritize investment in
“environmental justice communities” and “low-income
or vulnerable populations” respectively.129 By contrast,
Oregon’s regulations explicitly mention race, defining
“environmental justice communities,” as “communities
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of color, communities experiencing lower incomes, tribal
communities, rural communities, coastal communities,
communities with limited infrastructure and other
communities traditionally underrepresented in public
processes and adversely harmed by environmental and
health hazards, including but not limited to seniors, youth
and persons with disabilities.”130
To date, the equity provisions in the California, Oregon,
and Washington clean fuel standards have not been
challenged under the federal or state anti-classification
laws. However, it will be important for state policymakers
to consider design options for clean fuel standards’ equity
provisions in light of the applicable case law and state
constitutional restrictions.131 Under current Supreme
Court precedent interpreting the 14th Amendment’s Equal
Protection Clause, a court will only uphold a law that
classifies based on race if neutral alternatives cannot
meet the same compelling state interest.132 The Supreme
Court has not clearly defined what constitutes a racial
classification,133 but cases from lower courts suggest
some ways that courts evaluate the question. In some
cases, courts have found that laws do not classify based
on race where they consider race at the community level,
rather than the individual level.134 Additionally, where a
law does not use race to allocate benefits or burdens, the
Supreme Court has sometimes, but not always, held that
the law does not classify based on race.135
Moreover, it will be important for states to follow ongoing
Equal Protection Clause litigation. In several cases filed
in 2021, white farmers challenged a program that seeks
to provide debt relief to farmers and ranchers who are
members of “socially disadvantaged groups.”136 The
statute defines such groups as those “whose members
have been subjected to racial or ethnic prejudice....”137
Halting the standard, one district court said this definition
was a “rigid, categorical, race-based qualification,” and
held, along with two other district courts, that the white
farmers would be likely to succeed in showing that the
provision violated the Equal Protection Clause.138 States
may want to consider these cases as well as the ongoing
cases related to universities’ affirmative action policies in
designing their own equity provisions.139
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III. Drafting Durable
Standards: A Roadmap
for Lawmakers

LEGISLATIVE PLANNING CONSIDERATION 1

In upholding the clean fuel standards in California and
Oregon, courts explained why they had found that the
standards did not violate federal or state law. In their
application of laws to facts, the cases illustrate how the
planning, drafting, and messaging of clean fuel standards
can affect legal risk. The sections below identify key
lessons from these cases for policymakers considering
clean fuel standards.

Where a state projects that importers will be generating
many deficits, the state may wish to use extra caution
in categorizing fuels. California illustrates two methods
for conducting CI calculations. In the old version of its
regulations, California categorized fuels into default
pathways based on how much their production and
transportation processes emitted on average.141 Producers
and importers could apply for individualized assessments
if they could show that the pathway did not accurately
represent their fuel’s CI, but this required an additional
application process.142 Thus, because these default
pathways were based on averages, not every process by
every producer exactly matched the pathway to which it
was assigned. Industry groups challenged the pathways
on this basis, but the Ninth Circuit upheld the pathways
because they were based on real emissions differences
and did not discriminate based on geographic origin.

A. Legislative roadmap
DESIGN THE PROGRAM TO HAVE NEUTRAL
EFFECTS
Courts reviewing a dormant Commerce Clause challenge
have considered, among other factors, whether the
standard creates a large competitive advantage for
in-state businesses over out-of-state businesses. To
address such concerns and ensure the program does
not disproportionately affect out-of-state entities, it will
be important for a state to assess and understand how a
clean fuel standard might affect fuel importers.
To assess the specific implications of a clean fuel standard
for a state, state lawmakers should evaluate:
•

Who will generate credits and how large will their
benefit be?

•

Who will generate deficits and how large will their
burden be?

While factors beyond a state’s control, including the
makeup of its fuel market, will determine the exact
impact on each producer and importer, the legislature
can undertake initial modeling to compare projections
for the CI of in-state fuel and the CI of imported fuel. In
both California and Oregon, some imported fuels were
generating the largest credits, and the Ninth Circuit relied
on this fact as evidence of non-discriminatory effect.140
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Conduct a fact specific inquiry into how
the clean fuel standard benefits and
burdens fuel producers and importers.

LEGISLATIVE PLANNING CONSIDERATION 2

Research state funding restrictions
and plan how to pay for the standard’s
administration.
Nonetheless, California updated its standard to include
a more precise measurement system. Under California’s
new tiered system, entities apply for an evaluation based
on whether they are using innovative processes to reduce
emissions and how well assumptions would apply to
them.143 This system puts regulated entities in control of
their evaluations, incentivizes small efficiency updates
along the production and delivery chain, and allows
for more precise measurements in some cases.144 The
accuracy of this measurement system may therefore help
establish an additional scientific basis for distinguishing
among fuels in a dormant Commerce Clause challenge.
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DESIGN THE PROGRAM TO REFLECT FUNDING
RESTRICTIONS
States designing a clean fuel standard should consider:
•

Whether there are state requirements that certain
revenues or taxes be put into the transportation fund

•

Whether and how such restrictions limit the uses of
transportation funds

It will be important for states to consider how to fund the
administration of a clean fuel standard. As an initial step,
legislators and planners may consider whether there are
applicable restrictions on how transportation revenues
or other revenues may be spent.145 Policymakers can
also estimate the number of full-time staff and resources
needed to administer the program.
The petitioners in Oregon state court challenged the
program under Oregon’s transportation fund restrictions.
In some states, these transportation fund restrictions are
known as “transportation lockboxes.”146
While not all states will have similar restrictions, some
will require states to spend fuel revenues on specific
enumerated projects.147 Other, more permissive
approaches may allow states to use funds on
“transportation related purposes” or allow diversions of
capital with the approval of a governor or the legislature.148
States also require specific revenue and tax sources for
their transportation funds. For example, Iowa requires
“[a]ll motor vehicle registration fees and all licenses and
excise taxes on motor vehicle fuel” to be used for highway
construction and maintenance but creates an exception
for expenses related to the “cost of administration.”149
Illinois, by comparison, creates no such exception, and
extends restrictions to “taxes, fees, excises, or license
taxes relating to any other transportation infrastructure
or transportation operation.”150 However, many of the
strictest requirements only require “taxes,” or “revenues”
to go into the transportation fund.151 According to the
Supreme Court, “the essential feature of any tax...”
is that “[i]t produces at least some revenue for the
government.”152 If the state never collects clean fuel
standard money, there are strong arguments that the
program does not impose a tax.
Additionally, many states differentiate between taxes,
which raise revenue, and fees, which cover the costs of
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a specific service.153 If state law distinguishes between
taxes and fees and the transportation spending provision
allows the state to spend such fees, the legislature can
consider requiring producers and importers to pay fees to
cover the minimal administrative costs of the programs.
However, whether the legislature can do so will depend
on the state’s differentiation of fees and taxes. Moreover,
some states also restrict how transportation fees can be
spent.154
INCLUDE A CLEAR STATUTORY PURPOSE FOCUSED
ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL OBJECTIVES OF THE
PROGRAM
Clarifying the purpose of the clean fuel program can
mitigate dormant Commerce Clause and preemption risks.
A strong statement of purpose focusing on GHG emissions
can establish the states’ non-protectionist motives.
Moreover, because the Clean Air Act preserves local air
quality as an issue for the states, a strong statement of
purpose may also help minimize preemption risk.

LEGISLATIVE DRAFTING CONSIDERATION 1

Provide a greenhouse gas reduction
benchmark based on the declining
CI averages.
Legislators can demonstrate a program’s purpose by
expressing their state’s environmental concerns and
the program’s goals in the text of the statute. Some
courts will look to the statutory text as a primary source
of purpose and using deliberate language in the statute
can aid states in managing legal risk. In applying these
considerations, state legislators should determine how
state law and their local circuit’s dormant Commerce
Clause and preemption case law apply.
One way to show purpose is through a statement that sets
a GHG reduction benchmark and a target date. The Ninth
Circuit relied on California’s legislative goal to “to reduce
its greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions to their 1990 level
by the year 2020” and on Oregon’s goal to “reduce the
amount of lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions per unit
of energy by a minimum of 10 percent below 2010 levels
by 2025” as evidence of neutral purpose.155 While the
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ambition level of the goal does not matter for dormant
commerce clause purposes, the specification of the goal
is one way to show that a statute’s purpose is to reduce
GHGs.156 Both states included a GHG reduction goal as
part of findings that establish threats that the states face
due to climate change.157

LEGISLATIVE DRAFTING CONSIDERATION 2

Identify a legislative mechanism to
expressly state the environmental harms
that the program will address.
The benchmark can also complement additional
legislative findings that emphasize the objective of the
program to address harms the state faces from local air
pollution or climate change related to the transportation
sector. Most recently, Washington’s legislature found that:
the health and welfare of the people…of Washington is
threatened by the prospect of crumbling or swamped
coastlines, rising water, and more intense forest fires
caused by higher temperatures and related droughts,
all of which are intensified and made more frequent
by the volume of greenhouse gas emissions. As of
2017, the transportation sector contributes 45 percent
of Washington’s greenhouse gas emissions, and the
legislature’s interest in the life
cycle of the fuels used in the state arises from a concern
for the effects of the production and use of these fuels on
Washington’s environment and public health, including
its air quality, snowpack, and coastline…Therefore, it is
the intent of the legislature to support the deployment of
clean transportation fuel technologies…”158

the state’s intention to “[n]eutrally consider the life-cycle
emissions associated with transportation fuels with
respect to the political jurisdiction in which the fuels
originated and…not discriminate against fuels on the basis
of having originated in another state or jurisdiction.”160
Though the provision has not yet been tested in court,
such a statement can demonstrate the intent of the
statute.161

B. Regulatory roadmap
Regardless of whether the legislature has provided
broad authority to manage GHG emissions or an express
obligation to finalize a clean fuel standard, prior litigation
provides important considerations for the regulatory
process and the development of regulatory text.

REGULATORY DRAFTING CONSIDERATION 1

Ensure the CI provisions of the program
rely on science and require the use of
tested, scientific models
for lifecycle analysis.
DRAFT REGULATIONS BASED ON TRANSPARENT
AND SOUND SCIENCE

Some states have policies prohibiting separate purpose
statements or legislative findings,159 but these states may
be able to establish their GHG reduction targets using
other statutory language.

Courts reviewing dormant Commerce Clause challenges
have looked at clean fuel standard regulations, including
how inputs in CI calculators are valued and if and how
default pathways are used. Ensuring that the regulations
are based on the scientific understanding of lifecycle
analysis supports a non-protectionist purpose for treating
fuels differently and may help respond to claims that the
regulations discriminate based on the geographic origin of
the fuel.

In addition to designing the program to ensure that it does
not discriminate against out-of-state entities, legislators
may also want to consider including an express dormant
Commerce Clause disclaimer that denies economic
motivations and attests the neutrality of their emissions
calculations. For example, Washington’s statute declares

To date, clean fuel standards statutes and rules have not
facially discriminated by imposing geographic restrictions.
Nonetheless, challengers argued facial discrimination
against out-of-state interests under the theory that the
lifecycle analysis is “inextricably intertwined with origin.”162
The Ninth Circuit rejected these challenges, finding that
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real, scientific differences in emissions underpinned these
tests.163

enacting laws that regulate conduct occurring fully outside
of the state. By clearly defining parties that are regulated
by the statute, a state can make clear it only regulates instate transactions.

REGULATORY DRAFTING CONSIDERATION 2

If default pathways are
used, base the CI on
emissions averages for
each production step.
Policymakers should similarly ensure that regulations are
based on scientific analysis and include analysis in the
regulatory record to explain the reasoning and basis for
the CI calculations. One way to integrate science into clean
fuel standards is to use tested models, such as the GREET
models adopted in California and Oregon. Moreover, in
the fifteen years since California’s legislature first enacted
the program, researchers have evaluated how different
aspects of the clean fuel standard drive emissions
reductions, and such research can provide additional
scientific support.164
As explained in Section IA above, states are moving away
from default pathways to incentivize small efficiency
improvements in technology. However, regulators may
still choose default pathways as a way to reduce the
administrative costs of individual assessments.165
Where states do use pathways, they should calculate
the emissions averages associated with each step of
production and transportation of the fuels.166 Such
considerations will ensure that actual averages are the
basis for the program, not broad assumptions.
Moreover, individualized determinations helped California
show neutrality because producers and importers who felt
harmed by the assumptions made about their region could
show that their sources were cleaner than the regions’
averages.167
DESIGN REGULATIONS TO ONLY AFFECT THE
STATE’S FUEL MARKET
The doctrine of extraterritoriality prohibits states from
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REGULATORY DRAFTING CONSIDERATION 3

If default pathways are
used, also include a regulatory option for
individualized assessments.
The clean fuel standards in California and Oregon only
regulate fuel distributed for use in state.168 Washington,
California, and Oregon all exclude exporters.169 States
can define who is, and is not, required to comply so that
fuel transporters merely travelling on interstate highways
are aware that the standards do not regulate them.170
States can also define what fuels are, and are not,
included so that producers and importers understand
their obligations.171 By doing so, these states will show
that only those wishing to gain access to their markets
are regulated and that the standards do not regulate
extraterritorially.

REGULATORY DRAFTING CONSIDERATION 4

To the extent not defined
in the legislation, ensure
the regulation defines
regulated parties.
FOLLOW APPLICABLE STATE PROCEDURAL
REQUIREMENTS
Similar to any program that relies heavily on agency
action for administration, clean fuel standards can be
vulnerable to procedural challenges. Though these threats
do not endanger the long-term survival of the programs,
administrative challenges can consume significant state
resources and potentially result in lengthy pauses of
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the standards. For these reasons, it will be important
for regulators to follow their state’s procedural act and
environmental review acts closely.

REGULATORY PROCEDURAL CONSIDERATION

Follow applicable state procedural and
environmental review requirements.

IV. Messaging and the
Political Process
As in the drafting process, each state will have a unique
tolerance for risk during the political process. Messaging
best practices may depend not only on the states’
federal and internal preferences, but also on the states’
political makeup and public engagement on the statute
and rulemaking. Rather than focusing on benefits to instate industries, policymakers may want to highlight the
program’s environmental and public health benefits. We
discuss some potential messaging considerations in the
sections below.
IDENTIFY THE ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS THAT
WILL RESULT FROM THE PROGRAM
The chief goal in enacting a clean fuel standard is
environmental protection, but it may also have economic
benefits. The dormant Commerce Clause prohibits
unlawful economic protectionism, but that prohibition does
not prevent states from enacting a non-discriminatory
clean fuel standard that economically benefits the state.
To demonstrate the value for the state in implementing
such a program, advocates and policymakers may want
to focus on the low costs and strong benefits of the
program. In addition, states can expressly identify how the
economic benefits tie to the environmental worth of the
program including the economic value of cleaner air.172
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MESSAGING CONSIDERATION 1

Identify the economic and public health
benefits of cleaner air that will result
from the program.
In an example of connecting environmental protection with
economic benefits, the Ninth Circuit in Rocky Mountain
highlighted that California’s clean fuel standard “create[d]
a market in which the monetary cost of ethanol better
reflects the full costs of ethanol production, taking into
account the harms from GHG emissions.”173
Oregon’s legislature also connected the environmental
and economic benefits of the standard, noting that “a
potential rise in sea levels threatens Oregon’s coastal
communities. Reduced snowpack, changes in the timing
of stream flows, extreme or unusual weather events,
rising sea levels, increased occurrences of vector-borne
diseases and impacts on forest health could significantly
impact the economy, environment and quality of life in
Oregon.”174

MESSAGING CONSIDERATION 2

Identify the standard’s low operational
costs.
States can also consider focusing on the low costs of the
program. Advocates can clarify that because the state
is only acting as a facilitator in the market, it will incur
minimal administrative costs, and the vast majority of
the money will be exchanged among fuel producers.
Advocates can also consider ongoing research on
the minimal price impacts of clean fuel standards to
consumers.175
HIGHLIGHT THE BENEFIT TO HISTORICALLY
POLLUTED COMMUNITIES
As shown in the legal analysis above, a variety of state
and local constitutional concerns may influence whether
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policymakers consider communities’ race in defining
environmental justice issues. In addition to that decision,
a state may have to choose whether to publicly address
race as it relates to environmental equity issues in press
releases about the standard.

MESSAGING CONSIDERATION 3

For equity provisions,
identify the benefit to historically
overburdened communities.
During the political process, advocates may want to
acknowledge historical harms to communities of color
and express the state’s desires to redress these harms.
Statements detailing historical racial harms recognize
an important goal of environmental justice work and
courts have not typically invalidated laws under the Equal
Protection Clause based on such statements.176 However,
policymakers will want to consider also emphasizing the
underlying purpose of the equity provision to improve air
quality for every community overburdened by pollution.
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Conclusion
Nearly half of the US states have concrete GHG emissions
reductions targets and clean fuel standards may be
an effective measure to help them meet their goals.177
California and Oregon drafted statutes and rules they
successfully defended against legal challenges. Their
standards, and the court decisions upholding them,
provide lessons that may help states design clean fuel
standards that are effective and resilient to legal tests.
Using this guide and other ongoing research, policymakers
can think strategically about how to design a legally
durable clean fuel standard that reduces emissions from
the transportation sector and protects public health.

We welcome feedback on this work. Send comments to
ahusselbee@law.harvard.edu
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